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What I found quite interesting as well is how
Freemasonry and the occults have always been
rooted in Egyptian and Babylonian mysticism,
and the glorious Great Pyramid of course. Free
Masons
hold
seasonal,
semi-secretive
gatherings at the pyramid because they believe
in its power, while the Illuminati’s symbol is
the singular eye in a pyramid’s capstone which symbolizes the
enlightened few, i.e. The Illuminati. The same eye can be seen
on every dollar bill where, the 13-stepped pyramid supposedly
represents the incomplete mankind and the “all-knowing” eye in
the above detached capstone represents those who reign in
power over the world and control its masses through occultism.
When 1% of the population owns 40% of our planet’s wealth, I
have to ask if that’s not exactly what’s happening in the
world today? How did it get to that?

We can also read “Novus Ordo Seclorum” on the dollar bill
which translates as “New Order Of The Ages” and synonymous
with The “New World Order” George Bush Sr. first mentioned
publicly in 1990 in his speech before a joint session of
Congress, and again on March 6th, 1991 following the expulsion
of Iraqi forces from Kuwait. It is well known that The Bush
family are active members of the secret society Skull And
Bone, and along with The Rockefeller, The Rothschild and
several more Illuminati bloodlines, they are the ones who
dominate over the world today. Which reminds me of the quote:
“If my sons did not want wars, there would be none” by Gutle

Schnaper, Mayer Amschel Rothschild’s wife. And that was before
her death in1849!
Is it yet another coincidence that the pyramid is linked to
the secret societies who, in fact, do reign over the world?
They control the oil, the wars, the media, all major
corporations, the drugs, the global monetary system and the
banks. It’s actually quite absurd when thinking about how they
are the ones who have been deciding the fate of humanity for
quite some time. It was thought-provoking to learn from David
Rothkopf, the U.S author who wrote the controversial book
Superclass, that there are only 6,000 people (approximately)
or one individual in every million who is a member of this
“Superclass” that runs our world.
It is also well known that these societies believe in opening
portals between dimensions and practice ancient occultist
rituals to reach the New World Order, of course with them as
its leaders. Could the knowledge they must possess or the
‘energy’ they must control be related to our missing capstone
and the ancient Egyptians whom for thousands of years did also
rule over the world?
I personally believe that there must be some forbidden
knowledge granting them this substantial power and superiority
and making them control the world in such an obviously-unjust
way. It also appears that it must have started a long time
ago, leaving my desire to know much more increase day by day.
To get a clearer understanding, I wanted to know what science
has to say.

While doing some research before writing this humble exposé, I
came across a German-born British inventor by the name of Sir
William Siemens (1823-1883) who once climbed to the top of the
Great Pyramid when one of his local guides noticed that when
raising his hands with outspread fingers, he could hear an

acute ringing noise. Siemens raised his forefinger and felt a
distinctive pickling sensation. Then when he tried to take a
sip from a bottle of wine he had bought with him, he received
an electric shock. Being a scientist, he moistened a newspaper
and wrapped it around the wine bottle to convert it into a
Leyden jar, or a device that ‘stores’ static electricity
between two electrodes on the inside and outside of a glass
jar – an early form of capacitor. When he held it above his
head, sparks were emitted from the bottle and one of the
guides got frightened and thought Siemens was up to some
witchcraft, and attempted to seize his companion. Siemens then
pointed the bottle towards the guide which gave him such a
shock that it knocked him to the ground, almost rendering him
unconscious.
The energy I felt must have been real.
As demonstrated by Dr. Moustafa Mahmoud in the Amazing
Pyramid, studies showed that meat, milk or fruits kept in the
King’s chamber of the Great Pyramid will not rot, as well as
seeds planted inside will grow faster than if they were
outside.
Pyramid Power was first discussed by a French occultist,
Antoine Bovis, in the 1930’s and later by a Czechoslovakian
radio engineer named Karel Drbal who made a small model with
the same proportions of the Great Pyramid and proved that with
the right alignment to the North, a razor blade placed in the
upper third area will keep its sharpness much more than a
regular blade. He explained that without any mechanical,
thermal, chemical or electrical energy, the pyramid shape
draws the electro-magnetic field of the earth which maintains
the sharpness of the blade, and stops the food from rotting.
It is reported that Drbal shaved with one blade 200 times. He
also obtained a patent for the invention even though the whole
concept of his breakthrough discovery was openly borrowed from
Ancient Egyptians.
A little skeptic, Dr. Mahmoud repeated the experiment himself

with a red apple, and found that instead of the usual 1 week,
it remained intact for 3 months, not fresh but still red and
definitely not rotten. He also repeated it with milk which was
transformed to yoghurt with time and never went bad.
More extensive researches were done by the Architect and
Egyptologist Dr. Sayed Karim,and later by his son, Dr. Ibrahim
Karim, who proved that the subtle energy caused by the
geometrical figure is what stops the replication of the
bacteria since it has preservation properties and hence, the
food doesn’t rot. He is also the founder of BioGeometry, which
is the science dealing with the energy of shape that is used
for balancing — a sort of Ancient Egyptian Feng Shui, if you
will. Both scientists have many publications about this new
yet ancient interesting field, with the latest being a book by
Dr. Ibrahim called BioGeometry: Back To a Future For Mankind.

Just like the case with any matters that come from outside our
norm and are not fully understood, some conventional scholars
still consider pyramidology to be pseudo-scientific
speculations based on sensational and inaccurate hypotheses.
Maybe not many of them have climbed the Great Pyramid or have
tried to “connect” with it first to be so sure.
When facing the skeptics, I like to remember another quote by
the genius inventor, physicist and futurist Nikola Tesla: “If
you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms
of energy, frequency and vibration.” The energy was indeed
real, but how did the Ancient Egyptians know about it
thousands of years ago makes it all seem unreal.
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